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Collection Overview

Repository: Archives of American Gardens
Title: Ken Druse garden photography collection
Identifier: AAG.DRU
Date: 1978-2005
Extent: 18.75 Cubic feet (15 boxes; Approximately 45,000 images: 35,000 transparencies + 10,000 35mm slides.)
Creator: Druse, Kenneth
Language: English
Summary: The Ken Druse Garden Photography Collection contains approximately 45,000 film transparency and 35mm slide images, dating from 1978 to 2005, of gardens, garden features, and flora photographed by garden writer and photographer Ken Druse. The photographic images document numerous private and public gardens throughout the United States and a few in Canada. Many have appeared in Druse's own books and articles as well as those by other writers. Approximately half of the collection is arranged according to specific garden, the other half by garden feature. A small portion of the collection consists of slide lectures given by Druse. Some images are identified with general captions and dates. Images documenting specific gardens are sometimes accompanied by handwritten notes, garden descriptions, and articles. Annotations appearing on certain images indicate the publication in which they appeared. The collection includes 'outtakes' or bracketed images that give insight into Druse's photo shooting process.

Administrative Information

Immediate Source of Acquisition Note
Ken Druse donated his collection of garden transparencies and slides to the Archives of American Gardens in 2013.

Preferred Citation Note
Smithsonian Institution, Archives of American Gardens, Ken Druse garden photography collection

Restrictions
Access to original images by appointment only. Researcher must submit request for appointment in writing. Certain items may be restricted and not available to researchers. Please direct reference inquiries to the Archives of American Gardens: aag@si.edu.
Conditions Governing Use Note

Archives of American Gardens encourages the use of its archival materials for non-commercial, educational and personal use under the fair use provision of U.S. copyright law. Use or copyright restrictions may exist. It is incumbent upon the researcher to ascertain copyright status and assume responsibility for usage. All requests for duplication and use must be submitted in writing and approved by Archives of American Gardens.

Biographical Note

Ken Druse is a garden photographer and author of over a dozen books and numerous newspaper and magazine articles on garden-related topics. His images appear in his own books and articles as well as those by other writers. He received the Sarah Chapman Francis Medal for Literary Achievement from the Garden Club of America in 2004 for his garden writing. He highlights the work of numerous gardeners, garden designers, and horticulture experts on his website and podcast.


Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
- Gardens -- Canada
- Gardens -- United States

Types of Materials:
- Articles
- Notes
- Slides (photographs)
- Transparencies -- 20th century
### Container Listing

**Series 1: Garden Images**

1.31: Unknown

1.1: Alabama

- AL028: Birmingham -- Agee-Wrinkle Garden
- AL002: Birmingham -- Birmingham Botanical Garden
- AL046: Birmingham -- Steiner Garden

1.2: Arizona

- AZ024: Mesa -- Douglas Garden

1.3: California

- CA561: Albany -- Meadows Garden
- CA552: Berkeley -- Chakas-Raiche Garden
- CA154: Berkeley -- Donahue’s Garden, Marcia
- CA557: Berkeley -- Hayakawa Garden
- CA564: Berkeley -- Mott Garden
- CA575: Berkeley -- Tilden Regional Park
- CA155: Berkeley -- University of Calif. Botanical Garden
- CA140: Kensington -- Blake Garden, University of California, Berkeley
- CA566: Kentfield -- Geraniaceae
- CA554: La Honda -- Clebsch Garden
- CA574: Lafayette -- Grier Garden
- CA568: Lafayette -- Plant Garden
- CA570: Lafayette -- Spieler Garden
- CA571: Malibu -- Sussman Garden
- CA567: Marin? -- Pederson Garden
CA070: Montecito -- Arcady
CA062: Montecito -- Casa del Herrero
CA048: Montecito -- Lotusland
CA553: Oakland -- Clark-Zumba Garden
CA560: Oakland -- Koster Garden
CA550: Oakland -- Unidentified Garden (designed by Bob Clark)
CA576: Oakland? -- Unidentified Garden (designed by Bob Clark)
CA541: Occidental -- Western Hills Nursery
CA556: Pomona -- Greenlee Garden
CA236: San Clemente -- La Casa Pacifica
CA555: San Francisco -- Fawcett Garden
CA559: San Francisco -- Kahlstrom Garden
CA562: San Francisco -- Medbury Garden
CA274: San Francisco -- Strybing Arboretum & Bot. Gardens
CA573: San Francisco area -- Unidentified Gardens
CA276: San Marino -- Huntington Botanical Gardens
CA565: San Ramon -- Mudd's Restaurant
CA050: Santa Barbara -- Santa Barbara Botanic Garden
CA572: Santa Barbara -- Tudor Garden
Castleberg, Grant, Landscape architect
Tudor, W.P., Former owner
Tudor, M.A., Former owner
9 transparencies and 2 file folders.

The garden sits on a 2-acre property, overlooked by the home. Paths leading from the pool terrace lead down into the garden rooms, which features a rose garden, vegetables and fruit trees, and cutting gardens.

Persons associated with the garden include: W.P. and M.A. Tudor (former owners, 1987-2007); Grant Castleberg (landscape architect, n.d.).

Topic: Fruit trees
Gardens -- California -- Montecito
Perennials
Pergolas
Rose gardens
Walls, stone

Place: Sunflowers (Montecito, California)
United States of America -- California -- Santa Barbara
County -- Montecito

CA290: Santa Barbara -- Valentine Garden
CA558: Santa Monica -- Jett Garden
CA549: Sonoma -- Selah-Jones Garden
CA563: Unknown -- Miller Garden
CA569: Unknown -- Smith Garden
CA551: Unknown -- Unidentified Community Garden
CA584: Unknown -- Unidentified Gardens (designed by Topher Delaney)
CA313: Walnut Creek -- Bancroft Garden, Ruth
CA072: Woodside -- Filoli

1.6: Connecticut

CO025: Denver -- Denver Botanic Gardens
CO043: Denver -- Unidentified Garden

CO041019: [Eudora Street Garden]: the backyard rock garden., 1994 May.
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)
Image(s): [Eudora Street Garden] [transparency]: the backyard rock garden.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Gardens -- Colorado -- Denver
Gravel
Houses
Lawns
Rock gardens
Rocks
Trough gardens

Place: Eudora Street Garden (Denver, Colorado)
United States of America -- Colorado -- Denver -- Denver
Series 1: Garden Images

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

CO041026: [Eudora Street Garden]: flowering plants grew in gravel between boulders arranged behind the house., 1994 May.
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Eudora Street Garden] [transparency]: flowering plants grew in gravel between boulders arranged behind the house.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Gardens -- Colorado -- Denver
Ground cover plants
Houses
Rock gardens
Rocks
Succulent plants

Place: Eudora Street Garden (Denver, Colorado)
United States of America -- Colorado -- Denver -- Denver

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

CO041043: [Eudora Street Garden]: the spring blooms in the front yard., 1994 May.
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Eudora Street Garden] [transparency]: the spring blooms in the front yard.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Conifers
Gardens -- Colorado -- Denver
Gravel
Houses
Urban gardens

Place: Eudora Street Garden (Denver, Colorado)
United States of America -- Colorado -- Denver -- Denver

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

CO041052: [Eudora Street Garden]: unusual rocks were placed in the gravel beds in front of the house., 1994 May.
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Eudora Street Garden] [transparency]: unusual rocks were placed in the gravel beds in front of the house.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Conifers
Gardens -- Colorado -- Denver
Gravel
Ground cover plants
Iris (Plants)
Rocks
Place: Eudora Street Garden (Denver, Colorado)  
United States of America -- Colorado -- Denver -- Denver

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

CO041087: [Eudora Street Garden]: trough containers were filled with succulents and other small plants., 1994 May.  
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Eudora Street Garden] [transparency]: trough containers were filled with succulents and other small plants.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Chain link fences  
Container gardening  
Gardens -- Colorado -- Denver  
Gravel  
Succulent plants  
Trough gardens

Place: Eudora Street Garden (Denver, Colorado)  
United States of America -- Colorado -- Denver -- Denver

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

CO042: Windsor -- Springer Garden

CO041: Denver -- Eudora Street Garden  
Kelaidis, Panayoti, Former owner  
Moore, Gwen M., Former owner

The folder includes worksheets and photocopies of articles.

Eudora Street Garden related holdings consist of 1 folder (92 transparencies)

Raised rock berms, gravel and stone troughs were the planting beds of this vanished garden on an urban street, with a small lawn in the center of the backyard. Seeds for the bulb, perennial and cactus species planted with succulents, ground cover plants and dwarf conifers were collected by the owner in the alpine and steppe regions of the world. Regions included the American west, Turkey, western Asia, the Mediterranean, South Africa, Mexico and South America. Each species would have been adapted to its own native microclimate, and was shown to thrive in a rock garden in Denver's elevated altitude and hot, dry climate. Steppe plants tend to have silver, gray, hairy, spiny, waxy or leathery foliage and often brilliantly colored flowers, in this atypical garden. Several thousand species were propagated and sold by the owners through their business, Rocky Mountain Rare Plants. Also, the owner developed the Rock Alpine Garden at The Denver Botanic Garden, and grew and tested about 6,000 species of plants.

Persons associated with the garden include Panayoti Kelaidis and Gwen M. Moore (former owners).
Bibliography


Topic: Gardens -- Colorado -- Denver

Place: Eudora Street Garden (Denver, Colorado)
United States of America -- Colorado -- Denver

CO042003: [Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden]: the entire lot was planted with perennials, bulbs, and shrubs., 1994
1 film transparency (2.5 x 2 in.)

Image(s): [Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden]
[transparency]: the entire lot was planted with perennials, bulbs, and shrubs.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Allium
Gardens -- Colorado -- Windsor
Houses
Iris (Plants)
Median strips
Poppies
Spruce

Place: Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden
(Windsor, Colorado)
United States of America -- Colorado -- Larimer
and Weld -- Windsor

Genre/ Form: Film transparencies

CO042004: [Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden]: the median strip and front garden were densely planted and containers were set out on the stairs., 1994
1 film transparency (2.5 x 2 in.)

Image(s): [Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden]
[transparency]: the median strip and front garden were densely planted and containers were set out on the stairs.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Containers
Gardens -- Colorado -- Windsor
Houses
Median strips
Perennials
Sidewalks

Place: Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden
(Windsor, Colorado)
United States of America -- Colorado -- Larimer
and Weld -- Windsor
CO042076: [Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden]: in the
backyard, succulents and ground cover plants filled in the spaces
between the paving stones., 1994
1 film transparency (2.5 x 2 in.)
Image(s): [Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden]
[transparency]: in the backyard, succulents and ground cover plants
filled in the spaces between the paving stones.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer
Topic: Columbines
       Gardens -- Colorado -- Windsor
       Ground cover plants
       Irises (Plants)
       Spruce
       Succulent plants
       Walkways, flagstone

Place: Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden
       (Windsor, Colorado)
       United States of America -- Colorado -- Larimer
       and Weld -- Windsor

CO042125: [Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden]: a walkway
through the flower bed gave access for tending the plants., 1994
1 Transparency (2.5 x 2 in.)
Image(s): [Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden]
[transparency]: a walkway through the flower bed gave access for
tending the plants.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer
Topic: Ground cover plants
       Irises (Plants)
       Ornamental grasses
       Streets
       Walkways, flagstone

Place: United States of America -- Colorado -- Larimer
       and Weld -- Windsor

CO042136: [Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden]: gravel
mulch, cactus and poppies in the "hellstrip.", 1994
1 film transparency (2.5 x 2 in.)
Image(s): [Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden]
[transparency]: gravel mulch, cactus and poppies in the "hellstrip.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer
Topic: Cactus
       Gardens -- Colorado -- Windsor
       Gravel
       Poppies
Streets

Place: Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden
(Windsor, Colorado)
United States of America -- Colorado -- Larimer and Weld -- Windsor

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

CO042: Windsor -- Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden
Ogden, Lauren Springer, Garden_designer

The folder includes worksheets and photocopies of articles.

Lauren Springer's Windsor, Colorado Garden related holdings consist of 1 folder (147 transparencies)

From 1988 to 1995 a corner lot in a semi-arid climate with two median strips inspired the term "hellstrip" for the narrow and challenging gardens between the sidewalk and the street. Inspired by the need for an aesthetic overhaul, the owner tore out all the lawns on the property, approximately one-quarter acre, and replaced the grass with perennials, bulbs, ornamental grasses, succulents, spruce and cactus that would thrive without watering once the plants were established. The patchwork design was inspired by other gardens in wetter climates, particularly Ireland where the owner had worked, achieving the effect without plentiful moisture. Plants that did not thrive were pulled out. The hellstrips were seven feet wide and approximately 70 feet long, nearly 500 square feet in total. There was a town ordinance limiting the height of anything on the strips - organic or otherwise. Several applications of weed killer were followed by digging out debris and grubbing out juniper and tree stumps.

Plant selection for the hellstrips included seed-grown plants and bulbs that were drought-tolerant, non-invasive and not too tall. Although originally from many different parts of the world, these plants shared similar growth habits: mounding rather than spreading. Self-sowing poppies and larkspur thrived in the pea gravel mulch that was used to prevent erosion and to shade the roots from the intense summer heat that reflected off the surrounding concrete sidewalks and street. Darker and hotter hues, including scarlet penstemon, bright yellow linum, orange California poppies and burgundy and yellow gaillardias glowed in the afternoon sun at the west end while pastel-toned dianthus, salvias and mauve penstemon were planted at the east end. Plants with evergreen foliage including iceplant extended the growing season. Some other favorite plants for the median strips included those with silver leaves such as dusty miller, catmint and herbs as well as many varieties of cactus and flat-leaved succulents that contributed different textures.

Persons associated with the garden include Lauren Springer Ogden (garden designer, 1988-1995).

Bibliography

Garden has been featured in an article in Horticulture (December 1996) by Lauren Springer.
1.7: Delaware

CT721: (Glastonbury??) -- Mazzotta Garden

CT722: Branford -- Nickou Garden

CT284: Canaan (Falls Village) -- Millstream

CT724: Canaan (Falls Village) -- Trade Secrets (garden tours & sales)

CT205: Greenwich -- Cricket Hill

CT728: Greenwich -- Landman Garden

CT723: Litchfield -- Secombe Garden

CT688: Litchfield -- White Flower Farm

CT718: Madison -- Johnson Garden

CT201: Middletown -- Hubbard Homestead, Nehemiah

CT720: New Preston -- Mawson Books and Prints, Timothy

CT327: Newtown -- Echo Valley Garden

CT719: Putnam -- Danielson House, Peckham

CT706: Sharon -- Miller Garden

CT136: Stamford -- Levitan Garden

CT725: Unknown -- Woodland Garden

CT291: Washington -- Brush Hill Gardens

CT717: Westport -- Held Garden

CT716: Wilton -- Glattstein Garden

1.8: District of Columbia

DE017: Greenville -- Mount Cuba Center
DE032: Hockessin -- Ashland Hollow

1.9: Florida

DC065: Washington -- Dumbarton Oaks
DC055: Washington -- Smithsonian Institution

1.10: Georgia

FL172: Lake Wales -- Bok Tower Gardens
FL248: Orlando -- Disney World
FL250: Vero Beach -- Unidentified Garden(s)

1.12: Indiana

GA099: Atlanta -- Atlanta Botanical Garden
GA228: Decatur -- Garden of Poetry and Prose, The
GA229: Decatur -- Vessels, Inc.

1.13: Louisiana

IL173: (Mettawa??) -- Sanctuary Estates
IL172: Lake Forest -- Miller Garden

IL171003: [Home of George Maher, Architect]: the white pine planted before 1900 is encircled by ferns and pachysandra., 2003 Oct.
1 slides (photographs) (col.; 35 mm)

Image(s): [Home of George Maher, Architect] [slide]: the white pine planted before 1900 is encircled by ferns and pachysandra.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Ferns
Garden borders
Gardens -- Illinois -- Kenilworth
Houses
Hydrangeas
Pachysandra
Pine

Place: Home of George Maher, Architect (Kenilworth, Illinois)
United States of America -- Illinois -- Cook -- Kenilworth
IL171008: [Home of George Maher, Architect]: looking past the island bed around the white pine toward the foundation planting at the Maher house., 2003 Oct.
1 slides (photographs) (col.; 35 mm)
Image(s): [Home of George Maher, Architect] [slide]: looking past the island bed around the white pine toward the foundation planting at the Maher house.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Ferns
Foundation planting
Gardens -- Illinois -- Kenilworth
Houses
Pine

Place: Home of George Maher, Architect (Kenilworth, Illinois)
United States of America -- Illinois -- Cook -- Kenilworth

IL171012: [Home of George Maher, Architect]: perennials and shrubs in pinks and purples complement the color of the house., 2003 Sep.
1 slides (photographs) (col.; 35 mm)
Image(s): [Home of George Maher, Architect] [slide]: perennials and shrubs in pinks and purples complement the color of the house.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Foundation planting
Garden borders
Gardens -- Illinois -- Kenilworth
Houses
Perennials
Trellises
Vines

Place: Home of George Maher, Architect (Kenilworth, Illinois)
United States of America -- Illinois -- Cook -- Kenilworth

IL171020: [Home of George Maher, Architect]: hydrangea and perennial borders along the brick walkway to the house., 2003 Sep.
1 slides (photographs) (col.; 35 mm)
Image(s): [Home of George Maher, Architect] [slide]: hydrangea and perennial borders along the brick walkway to the house.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Garden borders
Place: Home of George Maher, Architect (Kenilworth, Illinois)
United States of America -- Illinois -- Cook -- Kenilworth

Genre/Form: Slides (photographs)

Home of George Maher, Architect related holdings consist of 1 folder (25 35 mm slides)

Architect George Maher designed the house with Arts and Crafts influences in 1893 for his family, and had the garden designed by his friend and colleague Jens Jensen. Only the white pine in the front yard and a burr oak in the back yard remain from the Jensen landscape. An island bed of pachysandra and ferns surround the pine. A rose garden with heirloom and modern roses was planted circa 1990. Trellises with climbing roses, porcelain vines and trumpet vines were placed against the house and porch. The foundations plantings include hydrangeas, boxwoods and mature perennials. The pink brick walk to the front door was bordered by beds of perennials.

Persons associated with the garden include George W.(1864-1926) and Elizabeth Maher and Violet Wyld (architect and former owners, 1893-1987; Chris Dreher (former owner, 1987-1988); Wild family (former owners, 1988-1989); Jens Jensen(1860-1951) (landscape architect, 1893-1895); Chalet Garden Design (garden designers, 1988), Jane
Mueller and Mark Marcus, Private Gardens, Public Places (garden designers, 2000); Deidre E. Toner, ASLA (landscape architect, 2011).

Varying Form

Foradas Garden, also known as.

Topic: Gardens -- Illinois -- Kenilworth

Place: Home of George Maher, Architect (Kenilworth, Illinois)
United States of America -- Illinois -- Cook -- Kenilworth

1.14: Maine

IN008: Indianapolis -- Oldfields

1.15: Maryland

LA101: (New Orleans?) -- Unidentified Garden(s)
LA100: New Orleans -- Miscellaneous Sites in New Orleans

1.17: Michigan

ME183: Unknown -- Curtis Garden

1.18: Minnesota

MD362: Unknown -- Unidentified Garden

1.20: New Hampshire

MA582: (Harvard?) -- Jorgensen Garden

MA579: Alford -- Bockbrader-Norris Garden

MA583: Boylston -- Keisling Terrestrial Orchid Garden
34 transparencies and 2 file folders.

The garden features a collection of hardy terrestrial orchids from the United States, Europe, and Asia—including many species of cypripedium, calanthe, and Pleione.

Topic: Gardens -- Massachusetts -- Boylston Orchids Slipper orchids United States of America -- Massachusetts -- Worcester County -- Boylston

Place: Keisling Terrestrial Orchid Garden

MA588: Boylston -- Tower Hill Botanic Garden
MA589: Boylston -- Trexler Garden

MA159: Chestnut Hill -- Haffenreffer Garden

MA590: Concord -- Walden Pond

MA439: Dover -- Ryburn Wildflower Garden

Image(s)

MA581: Framingham -- Garden in the Woods, New England Wild Flower Society

MA209: Manchester -- Uplands

Hull, Catherine, Owner

53 35mm slides (photographs) and 1 folder.

Located on five acres, the owner Catherine Hull created a rock garden on solid granite and desiccated sand. The garden was renowned for its long tufa bed and granite ledges with alpine plants from all over the world.

Topic: Gardens -- Massachusetts -- Manchester

Rock gardens

Woodland gardens

Place: Uplands (Manchester, Massachusetts)

MA260: Nantucket -- Nindethana

MA585: Nantucket -- Orr Garden

MA319: New Bedford -- Haskell Garden, The Trustees of Reservations

MA425: Sandisfield -- Charlesworth-Singer Garden

MA578: Sheffield -- Bartholomew's Cobble

MA580: Wellesley -- Cook Garden

MA579002: [Campo de' Fiori]: the rustic pergola at the entrance to the cutting garden., 1995

1 film transparency (col.; 2 x 2 in.)

Image(s): [Campo de' Fiori] [film transparency]: the rustic pergola at the entrance to the cutting garden.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Containers

Cutting gardens

Gardens -- Massachusetts -- Sheffield

Pergolas

Rustic work

Place: Campo De' Fiori (Sheffield, Massachusetts).
MA579003: [Campo de' Fiori]: the obelisk at the center of the four sections of cutting garden material., 1995
1 film transparency (col.; 2 X 2 in.)
Image(s): [Campo de' Fiori] [film transparency]: the obelisk at the center of the four sections of cutting garden material.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Cutting gardens
Gardens -- Massachusetts -- Sheffield
Obelisks
Walkways, grass

Place: Campo De' Fiori (Sheffield, Massachusetts).
United States of America -- Massachusetts -- Berkshire County -- Sheffield

MA579005: [Campo de' Fiori]: a patch of corn and a short row of cabbages amidst the ornamentals., 1995
1 film transparency (col.; 2 X 2 in.)
Image(s): [Campo de' Fiori] [film transparency]: a patch of corn and a short row of cabbages amidst the ornamentals.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Cabbage
Corn
Cutting gardens
Gardens -- Massachusetts -- Sheffield
Plants, Ornamental
Vegetable gardening

Place: Campo De' Fiori (Sheffield, Massachusetts).
United States of America -- Massachusetts -- Berkshire County -- Sheffield

MA579019: [Campo de' Fiori]: the rows of flowers in the cutting garden were arranged by height., 1995
1 film transparency (col.; 2 X 2 in.)
Image(s): [Campo de' Fiori] [film transparency]: the rows of flowers in the cutting garden were arranged by height.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Cleome
Cutting gardens
Gardens -- Massachusetts -- Sheffield
Nicotiana
Rudbeckia
Snapdragons
Sunflowers

Place: Campo De' Fiori (Sheffield, Massachusetts), United States of America -- Massachusetts -- Berkshire County -- Sheffield

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

MA587: Wellesley -- Unidentified Garden in Wellesley

MA593: Westport -- Huie Garden

MA586: Westport -- Paull Garden

MA579: Sheffield -- Campo de' Fiori
Norris, Robin, Owner
Bockbrader, Barbara, Owner
The folder includes a worksheet and an articles.

Campo de’ Fiori related holdings consist of 1 folder (30 film transparencies)

The garden was started in the 1980’s for the commercial production of lettuce, which the owner sold at a farm stand along with Mexican pottery. In 1990 the crop changed to ornamentals for cutting, in keeping with the garden’s name, which translates to field of flowers. The rectangular garden was designed in four sections with crossed axes; where the grassed paths crossed there was an obelisk. A rustic pergola stood at an entrance. A warehouse and retail store building was added to the property in 1996, to sell proprietary terra cotta pottery with moss accretions and garden ornaments. The latest garden wraps around this building, landscaped with trees, shrubs, perennials, bulbs and container plantings.

Bibliography

Garden has been featured in "Natural State" by Gladys Montgomery, published in "Berkshire Living," September 2010.

Topic: Gardens -- Massachusetts -- Sheffield
Place: Campo De’ Fiori (Sheffield, Massachusetts). United States of America -- Massachusetts -- Berkshire County -- Sheffield

MA591: Worcester -- Art in Bloom exhibition, Worcester Art Museum

MA244: Worcester -- Stoddard Garden

MA244076: [Steele-Stoddard-McDonough Garden], 1984 May.
1 slides (photographs) (col.; 35mm.)

Image(s): [Steele-Stoddard-McDonough Garden] [slide]: the pond is surrounded by exotic plants, rocks and gravel. The arborvitae and rose and azalea bank are in the distance.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Azaleas
Gardens -- Massachusetts -- Worcester
Ponds
Rocks
Thuja
Water gardens
statues

Place: Steele-Stoddard-McDonough Garden (Worcester, Massachusetts).
United States of America -- Massachusetts -- Worcester -- Worcester

MA244: Worcester -- Steele-Stoddard-McDonough Garden

Image(s): Steele-Stoddard-McDonough Garden

Steele, Fletcher, 1946-1949, Landscape architect
Stoddard, Robert, 1941-1999, Former owner
Stoddard, Helen, 1941-1999, Former owner
Wheat, Isabel, Horticulturist
Mattus, Matt, Gardener
Karski, Robert, 2016, Documentation
Worcester Garden Club, Provenance
The folder includes worksheets, photocopies of articles, and other information.

The Worcester Garden Club facilitated the submission of this garden's documentation.

Steele-Stoddard-McDonough Garden related holdings consist of 7 folders (119 35mm slides; 4 transparencies; 9 digital images)

Garden Club of America Collection, ca. 1920-[ongoing].


Beginning work in 1949 the gardens on this five acre property were a collaboration between landscape architect Fletcher Steele (1855-1971) and owner Helen Stoddard, and most of Steele's design and plantings were maintained for the next 50 years. The site slopes down behind the house and has outcroppings of rock. Steele envisioned a descending cornucopia shape inspired by the illusion of the downward spiral he had
observed in Titian's painting "Bacchus and Ariadne", and had the shape he wanted carved into the earth by bulldozers. Descending levels of lawn, flower beds, and a pond were bordered by a ribbon of bluestone planted with tufts of blue fescue. Dry stone walls planted with maiden hair ferns were built from a porous fossilized rock dug out of a dried-up lake bed in Castalia, Ohio. Two sets of steps, one from the bluestone terrace behind the house and another below a bank of roses were covered with moss. White birches were planted to draw the eye to perennial borders, and spires of arborvitae were another focal point. The Art Deco style of the garden brought together the exotic and native by blending into surrounding woodlands that had plantings of juniper, mountain laurel, azaleas, dogwood, hemlock, birch, and elm.

The current owners resolved to preserve Steele's innovative design and vision as much as possible while changing some deteriorating hardscape and plants. The dry Castalia stone wall and moss-covered steps were no longer safe and had to be replaced when the house was renovated. Bluestone was used to rebuild the terrace behind the house and for steps set on fieldstone risers, and a new low wall was built from cinder blocks with stone facing. A walkway of fieldstone set in the lawn recalled an original path. The blue fescue grass was dying off, possibly due to soggy feet, and is being replaced by Japanese hakone grass which is mostly yellow. The arborvitae had grown too tall and were out of scale, many were knocked over by a storm, and some are being replanted. However many of the perennials in the borders and beds, the white birches and the rose and azalea banks are still growing.

Persons associated with the garden include: Robert and Helen Stoddard (former owners, 1941-1999); Fletcher Steele (1885-1971) (landscape architect, 1946-1949); Matt Mattus (gardener, 1975-1980); Isabel Wheat (horticulturist, 1999- ); Robert Karski (documentation, 2016).

Bibliography


Topic: Gardens -- Massachusetts -- Worcester
Place: Steele-Stoddard-McDonough Garden (Worcester, Massachusetts).
United States of America -- Massachusetts -- Worcester -- Worcester

Colorado

MI105: (East Lansing?) -- MacDonald Garden
MI109: Belleville -- Punnett Garden

MI114: Beverly Hills -- Sturley Garden
17 transparencies and 2 file folders.

The garden includes collections of roses, day lilies, hostas, and lilies. Trees, shrubs, ponds, annuals, and perennials dot the property and support local wildlife.

Bibliography

Garden was featured on a HGTV television show, covered in a Detroit Free Press article on July 14, 2000.

Topic:
- Arbors
- Daylilies
- Gardens -- Michigan -- Beverly Hills
- Hosta
- Lilies
- Perennials
- Pergolas
- Picket fences
- Ponds
- Roses
- Shrubs
- Trees
- United States of America -- Michigan -- Oakland County
  -- Beverly Hills

Place:
- Sturley Garden (Beverly Hills, Michigan)

MI030: Bloomfield Hills -- Cranbrook Gardens

MI106: Bloomfield Hills -- Mackle Garden

MI107: Bloomfield Hills -- Malarney Garden

MI112: Bloomfield Hills -- Shea Garden

MI110006: [Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden]: the bog in the foreground and pond edged with rocks and growing yellow flag iris, ferns and Japanese primroses., 1998 May.
1 film transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden] [transparency]: the bog in the foreground and pond edged with rocks and growing yellow flag iris, ferns and Japanese primroses.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic:
- Bog gardens
- Bog plants
- Ferns
- Gardens -- Michigan -- Grand Rapids
- Irises (Plants)
- Ponds
Porches  
Primroses  
Water gardens  

Place:  
Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden (Grand Rapids, Michigan)  
United States of America -- Michigan -- Kent -- Grand Rapids  

Genre/Form:  
Film transparencies  

MI110011: [Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden]: the elevated boardwalk; tall sedges and grasses shelter the water garden from the street., 1998 May.  
1 film transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)  

Image(s): [Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden] [transparency]: the elevated boardwalk; tall sedges and grasses shelter the water garden from the street.  

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer  

Topic:  
Boardwalks  
Driveways  
Ferns  
Gardens -- Michigan -- Grand Rapids  
Irices (Plants)  
Ornamental grasses  
Streets  

MI110012: [Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden]: water lilies grow in the bog; the channel to the pond is edged with field rocks., 1998 May.  
1 film transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)  

Image(s): [Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden] [transparency]: water lilies grow in the bog; the channel to the pond is edged with field rocks.  

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer  

Topic:  
Bog gardens  
Bog plants  
Bogs  
Ferns  
Gardens -- Michigan -- Grand Rapids  
Primroses  
Water gardens  
Water lilies  

Place:  
Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden (Grand Rapids, Michigan)  
United States of America -- Michigan -- Kent -- Grand Rapids
MI110013: [Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden]: lawn, trees and a bench can be seen in the drier side of the property., 1998 May.
1 film transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)
Image(s): [Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden] [transparency]: lawn, trees and a bench can be seen in the drier side of the property.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

1 film transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)
Image(s): [Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden] [transparency]: ferns, Japanese primroses, and bluebells comprise a border.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

MI110: Grand Rapids -- Rohwer Garden

MI111: Grand Rapids -- Rooks Garden

MI108: Huntington Woods -- Masching Garden
MI104: Rochester Hills -- Howell Garden

MI102: Saginaw -- Case Garden

MI103: Stockbridge -- Gee Farms

MI110: Grand Rapids -- Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden
Rohwer, Milt, Former owner
Rohwer, Barbara, Former owner
Rosselet, Stephen, Garden_designer

The folder includes worksheets and a photocopy of an article.

Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden related holdings consist of 1 folder (20 transparencies)

The grounds of this quarter acre downtown property were too water-logged for conventional planting so working with garden designer Stephen Rosselet the owners created a pond and bog garden connected by a channel. A screened porch overlooked the garden and an elevated boardwalk laid out in a zig-zag provided access. After it was dug the pond was lined with a 500-pound sheet of rubber and edged with field rocks, while the bog was lined with perforated plastic for drainage. Shrubs, grasses and ferns that thrive in wet soil were planted in large swathes; moss at the edge of the bog was maintained by spraying buttermilk. The water garden provided habitat for birds, butterflies, and a pair of mallards that adopted this property.

Persons associated with the garden include Milt and Barbara Rohwer (former owners); Stephen Rosselet (garden designer).
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This property is featured in "Make Way for Ducklings" by Elizabeth H. Hunter, published in House Beautiful, May 2000.

Topic: Gardens -- Michigan -- Grand Rapids

Place: Milt & Barbara Rohwer Garden (Grand Rapids, Michigan)
United States of America -- Michigan -- Kent -- Grand Rapids

Illinois

MN045: St. Paul -- Unidentified Garden in St. Paul

Massachusetts

MO113: Kansas City -- Waddick-Murrain Garden

MO113017: [Murrain-Waddick Garden]: species non-bearded irises were collected in China., 1994 Apr.
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Murrain-Waddick Garden] [transparency]: species non-bearded irises were collected in China.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Gardens -- Missouri -- Kansas City
Irises (Plants)

Place: Murrain-Waddick Garden (Kansas City, Missouri)
United States of America -- Missouri -- Jackson -- Kansas City

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

MO113075: [Murrain-Waddick Garden]: species non-bearded iris rhizomes were collected in China and grown in the Kansas City garden., 1994 Apr.

1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Murrain-Waddick Garden] [transparency]: species non-bearded iris rhizomes were collected in China and grown in the Kansas City garden.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Gardens -- Missouri -- Kansas City
Irises (Plants)

Place: Murrain-Waddick Garden (Kansas City, Missouri)
United States of America -- Missouri -- Jackson -- Kansas City

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

MO113078: [Murrain-Waddick Garden]: exotic cultivars were propagated for trade or sale., 1994 Apr.

1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Murrain-Waddick Garden] [transparency]: exotic cultivars were propagated for trade or sale.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Gardens -- Missouri -- Kansas City
Plants, Potted
Succulent plants

Place: Murrain-Waddick Garden (Kansas City, Missouri)
United States of America -- Missouri -- Jackson -- Kansas City

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

MO017: St. Louis -- Missouri Botanical Garden

MO113: Kansas City -- Murrain-Waddick Garden

Image(s): Murrain-Waddick Garden circa 1994

The folder includes worksheets, photocopies of articles and lecture notes.
Murrain-Waddick Garden related holdings consist of 1 folder (90 transparencies)

From 1980 to 1995 this was the one-acre garden of a plant collector, with species iris, aroids, peonies, bamboos, lycoris and other Chinese flora. The owner collected rhizomes and seeds on many trips to China which were grown in his home garden, traded or offered for sale. Cultivars with variegated foliage were featured, including variegated gingko, goldenrod, lilac, cannas and poison ivy. Climactic conditions in that location included temperatures that could range from above 100 degrees Fahrenheit to below zero degrees in winter, with alkaline fine clay soil. The garden was disassembled when the property was cleared for commercial construction and the plants were sent to public and private garden.
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Topic: Gardens -- Missouri -- Kansas City
Place: Murrain-Waddick Garden (Kansas City, Missouri)
United States of America -- Missouri -- Platte -- Kansas City

MI114: Beverly Hills -- Betty and Bill Sturley Garden
Sturley, Betty, Owner
Sturley, William K.
17 120mm transparencies and 1 folder.

This garden, created by a master gardener, includes collections of roses, day lilies, hostas, and lilium. There are also trees, shrubs, ponds, annuals and perennials to support the wild life that visits the garden. The garden was featured on HGTV in 2000.

Persons associated with the garden include Betty and William K. Sturley (owners, 2000s), Betty Sturley (garden designer).

Missouri

NH108: Concord -- Buck Garden
NH051: Newbury -- Fells Farm
NH107: Wakefield -- Canal Farm

New Jersey

NJ605: (southern New Jersey) -- Pine Barrens
NJ609: Alpine -- Goldberg Garden
NJ140: Bernardsville -- Cross Estate Gardens
NJ463: Chester -- Hedgerows
NJ145: Chester -- Pope Garden
NJ607: Colts Neck -- Springsteen Garden
NJ610: Gladstone -- Willow School, The
NJ163: Gladstone -- Willowwood Arboretum
NJ600: Hasbrouck Heights -- Beirne Garden
NJ074: Mendham -- Pitney Farm
NJ606: Mendham -- Rosen Garden
NJ183: Montclair -- Presby Memorial Iris Gardens
NJ608: Morris Plains -- Stickley Museum at Craftsman Farms, The
NJ601: Morristown -- Capen Garden
NJ604: Morristown -- Farmlands
NJ454: Morristown area -- Reisner Garden
NJ666: Newton -- Druse Garden
NJ623: Nutley -- Mountsier Garden
NJ603: Nutley -- Mountsier/Hardie Gardens

NJ603008: [Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens]: Sweet potato vine cascades over a wall and potted plants line the steps from one level to another., 1999
1 Transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens] [transparency]: Sweet potato vine cascades over a wall and potted plants line the steps from one level to another.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Cannas
Container gardening
Gardens -- New Jersey -- Nutley
Plants, Potted
Terraces
Vines
Walls

Place: Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens (Nutley, New Jersey)
United States of America -- New Jersey -- Essex
-- Nutley

Genre/ Form: Film transparencies

NJ603030: [Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens]: Tall grasses and daylilies with the colonnaded garage in the background., 1999
1 Transparencie (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)
Image(s): [Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens] [transparency]: Tall grasses and
daylilies with the colonnaded garage in the background.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer
Topic: Cannas
Coleus
Columns
Daylilies
Garages
Gardens -- New Jersey -- Nutley
Ornamental grasses

Place: Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens (Nutley, New Jersey)
United States of America -- New Jersey -- Essex
-- Nutley

Genre/ Form: Film transparencies

NJ603033: [Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens]: The brick bordered flagstone walkway leads to stepping stones around a corner., 1999
1 Transparencie (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)
Image(s): [Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens] [transparency]: The brick bordered flagstone walkway leads to stepping stones around a corner.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer
Topic: Cannas
Coleus
Gardens -- New Jersey -- Nutley
Ornamental grasses
Walkways, stone
Walls

Place: Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens (Nutley, New Jersey)
United States of America -- New Jersey -- Essex
-- Nutley

Genre/ Form: Film transparencies

NJ603044: [Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens]: Looking down on the garden, garage, painted walls, and covered hot tub., 1999
1 Transparencie (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)
Image(s): [Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens] [transparency]: Looking down on the garden, garage, painted walls, and covered hot tub.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer
Topic: Garages
Gardens -- New Jersey -- Nutley
Hot tubs
Patios
Trees
Tropical plants
Vista
Walls

Place: Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens (Nutley, New Jersey)
United States of America -- New Jersey -- Essex -- Nutley

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

NJ603063: [Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens]: Ornamental features include the outdoor furniture and metal screen.
1 Transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens] [transparency]: Ornamental features include the outdoor furniture and metal screen.
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Topic: Gardens -- New Jersey -- Nutley
Leaves
Outdoor furniture
Sculpture

Place: Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens (Nutley, New Jersey)
United States of America -- New Jersey -- Essex -- Nutley

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

NJ603: Nutley -- Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens

Hartlage, Richard, Garden_designer

The folder includes worksheet and photocopies of articles.

Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens related holdings consist of 1 folder (69 transparencies)

Two suburban New Jersey gardens across the street from each other, behind conventional Colonial Revival houses, are linked by the friendship of the owners and their garden designer, Richard Hartlage. The Hardie garden features dense plantings of vividly colored tropicals and outsize grasses, most planted in containers to extend their outdoor growing season. The surrounding high wall was painted cobalt blue to bring the sky into the garden and to set up a contrast with the oranges, yellows and greens of the plants. The approximately 40-foot square plot slopes down seven feet from the back door to the colonnaded garage added in 1992, which led to the design and installation of this garden. Steps lead from the deck directly behind the house to another level with a dining table and chairs, with more steps leading to the hot tub concealed under a deck and garage where brick stands between the columns hold more planted containers. Sculptures on plinths and a decorative metal screen by artist Douglas Wilson have been sited among the plants. The exuberant back garden, which recalls the owner's South African roots, contrasts with the
more sedate front garden where white caladiums, elephant’s ears and ornamental grasses are planted in neat beds, referencing English Victorian carpet bedding.

The Mountsier garden has more conventional green spaces - open lawn, curvilinear lines and tall clipped hedges separating garden rooms. Starting with an inherited half-acre property smothered by overgrown rhododendron, pieris, and mountain laurel the owner gradually purchased adjacent properties and replaced those houses with smaller structures. Beginning in 1992 Hartlage designed the current 2.3 acre property to showcase more than 100 outdoor sculptures, some seen through openings in the high hedges. An eight-foot high lookout tower is camouflaged by clipped hornbeam, and a grove of Norway maples from an appended property is fronted by a 160-foot curving berm planted with four kinds of Japanese grasses. The front garden has star magnolias, Japanese snowbell trees and clipped American boxwood hedges.

Both gardens have participated in The Garden Conservancy's Open Days. There are no images of the Mountsier garden in this series.

Persons associated with the garden include: Richard Hartlage (garden designer, 1992- ).
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Topic: Gardens -- New Jersey -- Nutley
Place: Mountsier/ Hardie Gardens (Nutley, New Jersey)
United States of America -- New Jersey -- Essex -- Nutley

NJ611: Pompton Plains -- NewBridge Enrich Garden
NJ120: Ringwood -- New Jersey Botanical Garden at Skylands
NJ602: Stillwater -- Saito-Craig Garden
NJ599: Unknown -- Barnhart Garden
NJ455: Unknown -- Unidentified Garden (William John Wallis, designer)
NJ621: Unknown -- Unidentified Garden (William John Wallis, designer)
NJ622: Unknown -- Unidentified Gardens (William John Wallis, designer)
NJ680: Short Hills -- Greenwood Gardens
NJ679: Unknown -- Zock Garden
1.23: North Carolina

NY1004: Amagansett -- Sabin Garden

NY148: Annandale-on-Hudson -- Montgomery Place

NY464: Bedford -- Lockwood Garden

NY642: Bedford Hills -- Wildflower Farm

NY211: Bronx -- New York Botanical Garden

NY326: Bronx -- Wave Hill

NY341: Brooklyn -- Brooklyn Botanic Garden

NY989: Brooklyn -- Clean-Rite

NY984: Brooklyn -- Evergreens Cemetery, The

NY987: Brooklyn -- Fidelo Garden

NY1014: Brooklyn -- Gateway Triangle

NY996: Brooklyn -- Odman Garden

NY1011: Brooklyn -- Success Garden

NY991: Centre Island -- Suzy and Carter Bales Garden

Ireys, Alice Recknagel, 1911-2000, Landscape architect
Bales, Suzy, Owner
Bales, Carter, Owner

See also Syringa File in the Druse collection.

In 1978 the owners purchased a six-acre property with a Tudor-style house built in 1908 that, along with the gardens, had been neglected for 40 years. A dying apple orchard, fall-blooming species crocus and a few irises survived plus ivy and honeysuckle vines. The first garden they planted was a kitchen garden, followed by colorful azaleas as a foundation planting for the house. Their landscape architect, Alice Recknagel Ireys, removed the azaleas, famously saying they looked like a motel garden. The garden rooms Ireys designed include a formal walled perennial garden with a reflecting pool and small fountain, a crescent-shaped rose garden backed by a holly hedge and edged in front with dwarf boxwood; she connected these to the kitchen garden via an S-shaped lilac and peony walk. A small orchard was designed for the front of the property fenced by espaliered apples and pears. Two ponds were constructed with water draining from the smaller into a stream then down a waterfall to the larger pond to be pumped back to the first pond via an underground pipe. The former carriage yard was paved with flagstones placed far enough apart so groundcovers could grow between them. A swimming pool and tennis court also were designed by Ireys.
The owners replaced hybrid tea roses with antique, English and shrub varieties and filled in the lilac and peony walk with more plants for continuous bloom and fragrance from April to October. They planted a woodland walk with spring bulbs and ephemerals, shade-loving perennials and shrubs for summer bloom, and included other plants for their fall color. The courtyard garden has a dogwood tree, sunflowers growing between the flagstones, and five-foot-deep garden beds with mixed perennials and bulbs. Climbing vines were planted to adorn the walls of several outbuildings. Trees that were planted in front of the house are surrounded by "petticoats" of flowering perennials or annuals that grow into island beds to replace grass. Salty sea breezes were a challenge that has been mitigated by the holly hedge, four-foot tall stucco walls, and the woodlands. The owner is an award winning garden writer, lecturer and advisor to public gardens.


### Topic:
- Gardens -- Ohio -- South Euclid

### Place:
- Cropthorn (South Euclid, Ohio)
- United States of America -- Ohio -- Cuyahoga County -- South Euclid

NY996003: [Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill]: summer blooms conceal the salvaged rocks and bricks used for hardscape., [between 1991 and 2005]

1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

### Topic:
- Bricks
- Cleome
- Daylilies
- Gardens -- New York -- Brooklyn
- Ivy
- Perennials
- Urban gardens

### Place:
- United States of America -- New York -- Kings -- Brooklyn
- Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill (Brooklyn, New York)

### Genre/Form:
- Film transparencies

NY996006: [Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill]: the brick enclosed pool and rock garden were the first construction projects., [between 1991 and 2005]

1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)
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### Topic:
- Bricks
- Gardens -- New York -- Brooklyn
- Rock gardens
- Urban gardens
- Walls, brick
Water jets
Wild flowers

Place: United States of America -- New York -- Kings -- Brooklyn
Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill (Brooklyn, New York)

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

NY996017: [Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill]: the rocks were dug out of the yard, filled with amended topsoil, and planted., [between 1991 and 2005]
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Climbing plants
Dwarf conifers
Ferns
Gardens -- New York -- Brooklyn
Mosses
Rock gardens
Wild flowers

Place: United States of America -- New York -- Kings -- Brooklyn
Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill (Brooklyn, New York)

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

NY996024: [Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill]: the dwarf Japanese maple has changed color in autumn., [between 1991 and 2005]
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Autumn
Containers
Flagstone
Gardens -- New York -- Brooklyn
Japanese maple
Rocks

Place: United States of America -- New York -- Kings -- Brooklyn
Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill (Brooklyn, New York)

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

NY996026: [Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill]: wild flowers and flowering ground covers form a tapestry in the rock garden., [between 1991 and 2005]
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Dwarf conifers
Ferns
Gardens -- New York -- Brooklyn
Rock gardens  
Walls, brick  
Wild flowers  

**Place:** United States of America -- New York -- Kings -- Brooklyn  
Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill (Brooklyn, New York)  

**Genre/Form:** Film transparencies  

NY1017: Clinton Community Garden  

NY419: Cloisters, The  

NY981008: [Suzy and Carter Bales Garden]: The formal perennial garden has grown taller than its four foot walls. , 1990s  
1 Transparencie (color, transparency.; 2 x 2 in.)  
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer  
**Topic:** Benches  
Garden borders  
Gardens -- New York -- Oyster Bay  
Perennials  
Walled gardens  

**Place:** Bales Garden (Oyster Bay, New York)  
United States of America -- New York -- Nassau County -- Oyster Bay  

**Genre/Form:** Transparencies  

NY981033: [Suzy and Carter Bales Garden]: Astilbe, hosta, and other shade perennials planted near a pond. , 1990s  
1 Transparencie (color, transparency.; 2 x 2 in.)  
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer  
**Topic:** Bays  
Gardening in the shade  
Gardens -- New York -- Oyster Bay  
Ponds  
Vista  

**Place:** Bales Garden (Oyster Bay, New York)  
United States of America -- New York -- Nassau County -- Oyster Bay  

**Genre/Form:** Transparencies  

NY981047: [Suzy and Carter Bales Garden]: The formal walled garden has symmetrical serpentine borders. , 1990s  
1 Transparencie (color, transparency.; 2 x 2 in.)  
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer  
**Topic:** Benches  
Formal gardens  
Gardens -- New York -- Oyster Bay
Reflecting pools
Terraces

Place: Bales Garden (Oyster Bay, New York)
United States of America -- New York -- Nassau County -- Oyster Bay

Genre/ Form: Transparencies

NY981003: [Suzy and Carter Bales Garden]: The kitchen garden had marigolds and roses as well as borage., 1990s
1 Transparencies (color, transparency.; 2 x 2 in.)
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Arches
Bee skeps
Gardens -- New York -- Oyster Bay
Herbs
Kitchen gardens

NY981040: [Suzy and Carter Bales Garden]: Outside the walled garden: daylilies, climbing vines, and one of the gates., 1990s
1 Transparencies (color, transparency.; 2 x 2 in.)
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Climbing plants
Daylilies
Gardens -- New York -- Oyster Bay
Gates
Walls

NY334: Cold Spring -- Stonecrop

NY1000: Copake Falls -- Roach Garden

NY996: Brooklyn -- Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill
The folder includes worksheets and other information.

Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill related holdings consist of 1 folder (31 transparencies)

In 1979 this 25- by 60-foot urban garden was a dump filled with rubbish and rubble located behind a nearly derelict formerly commercial brick building. The invasive eight-foot tall Japanese knotweed that grew here
was hacked down and hauled away along with 20 cubic yards of trash; a venerable privet was maintained. The owner dug down 18 inches, brought in 40 cubic yards of topsoil and five yards of manure and started a vegetable garden. Some of the bricks and rocks he had excavated were used to build a rock garden, waterfall and pool at the shady rear of the yard. Its higher elevation allowed water to run off into irrigation channels for the vegetables. Paving stones found on the property were laid creating five tiers connected by brick or plank steps. The first garden was finished by 1982 but had to be redesigned and rebuilt in 1988. New construction next door had shaded out this garden, and a lawn, except for a small patch of grass in the sunniest spot, was not feasible. Starting behind the house there is a private outdoor shower, ascending to a garden room for dining and entertaining with a brick built-in barbeque, table and chairs. At the next level the former vegetable garden was turned into a more formal ornamental garden with L-shaped beds planted with perennials anchored by a dwarf Japanese maple in the central bed. The irrigation pool was converted to a fish pond and small water garden that drains into an artificial rock-lined creek from which the water recirculates.

Since the site receives very little direct sun and is subject to urban air pollution the owner has found that woodland plants are the most successful. Ground covers have reduced the need for weeding and if it rains once a week the garden does not have to be watered. Ephemeral bulbs start the blooming season in March and the garden remains in bloom for eight or nine months of the year. Flowering ground covers including partridgeberry, wintergreen, bunchberry and myrtle form a tapestry in raised borders filled with topsoil enriched with manure. Wild flowers in the rock garden include trilliums, violets, bloodroot, and Solomon's seal. Shade-tolerant perennials and shrubs, notably hostas, ferns, yews and specimen hemlocks, other hardy perennials including purple coneflowers, bleeding hearts, daylilies, pinks, loosestrife, catmint and Russian sage, and self-sowing cleome and foxglove thrive in this Brooklyn garden.
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Topic: Gardens -- New York -- Brooklyn
Place: United States of America -- New York -- Kings -- Brooklyn
       Urban Oasis in Vinegar Hill (Brooklyn, New York)

NY1189: Brooklyn -- Druse Garden
NY1021: Cutchogue -- Cross Garden
NY808: Cutchogue -- Environmentals, Inc.
NY1019: East Hampton -- Levinson Garden
NY518009: [Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden]: potted plants and bench., 1984
1 Slide (col.)

Image(s): [Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden] [slide] potted plants and bench.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Gardens -- New York -- Springs
Hedges
Roses
Trellises
Vines
Walkways, brick

Place: Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden (Springs, New York)
United States of America -- New York -- Suffolk County -- East Hampton -- Springs

NY518010: [Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden]: wedges of manicured hedges with rose bushes., 1984
1 Slide (col.)

Image(s): [Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden] [slide] wedges of manicured hedges with rose bushes.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Gardens -- New York -- Springs
Hedges
Ornamental shrubs
Roses
Walkways, brick

Place: Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden (Springs, New York)
United States of America -- New York -- Suffolk County -- East Hampton -- Springs

NY518017: [Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden]: dovecote in distance behind trees., 1984
1 Slide (col.)

Image(s): [Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden] [slide] dovecote in distance behind trees.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Dovecotes
Gardens -- New York -- Springs
Trees

Place: Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden (Springs, New York)
United States of America -- New York -- Suffolk County -- East Hampton -- Springs

NY518031: [Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden]: trelliswork fence and potted roses., 1984
1 Slide (col.)

Image(s): [Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden] [slide] trelliswork fence and potted roses.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Fences
Gardens -- New York -- Springs
Roses
Trellises

Place: Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden (Springs, New York)
United States of America -- New York -- Suffolk County -- East Hampton -- Springs

NY518036: [Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden]: busts in sculpture garden., 1984

1 Slide (col.)

Image(s): [Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden] [slide] busts in sculpture garden.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Benches, stone
Gardens -- New York -- Springs
Sculpture gardens
Sculptures
Walkways, brick

Place: Judith and Gerson Leiber Garden (Springs, New York)
United States of America -- New York -- Suffolk County -- East Hampton -- Springs

NY995: East Hampton -- Mercer Garden

NY1006: East Hampton -- Salasky Garden

NY1007: East Hampton -- Shank Garden

NY1008: East Hampton -- Stamm Garden

NY988: Fiske Garden

NY354: Garrison-on-Hudson -- Boscobel Restoration

NY871: Glen Cove -- Matinecock Farms

NY1016: Glen Cove -- Wong Garden

NY985: Kips Bay Decorator Show House

NY1016035: [Robert Wong Gardens]: pink-flowering fuchsia fills one corner of the house., 2003 Sep.
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Robert Wong Gardens] [transparency]: pink-flowering fuchsia fills one corner of the house.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Fuchsia
Gardens -- New York -- Glen Cove
Houses
Hydrangeas
Tropical plants

Place: Robert Wong Gardens (Glen Cove, New York)
United States of America -- New York -- Nassau -- Glen Cove

Genre/ Form: Film transparencies

NY1016038: [Robert Wong Gardens]: tropical plants are mixed with more conventional shrubs and trees., 2003 Sep.

1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Robert Wong Gardens] [transparency]: tropical plants are mixed with more conventional shrubs and trees.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Banana plants
Conifers
Gardens -- New York -- Glen Cove
Houses
Hydrangeas
Trees
Tropical plants

Place: Robert Wong Gardens (Glen Cove, New York)
United States of America -- New York -- Nassau -- Glen Cove

Genre/ Form: Film transparencies

NY1016040: [Robert Wong Gardens]: stepping stones are set between lush flower beds., 2003 Sep.

1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Robert Wong Gardens] [transparency]: stepping stones are set between lush flower beds.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Dahlias
Hosta
Stepping stones
Tropical plants

Place: Robert Wong Gardens (Glen Cove, New York)
United States of America -- New York -- Nassau -- Glen Cove
NY1016055: [Robert Wong Gardens]: orange dahlias blooming with banana leaves poking up behind., 2003 Sep.  
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Robert Wong Gardens] [transparency]: orange dahlias blooming with banana leaves poking up behind.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic:  
Banana plants
Dahlias
Fuchsia
Gardens -- New York -- Glen Cove
Houses
Tropical plants

Place:  
Robert Wong Gardens (Glen Cove, New York)
United States of America -- New York -- Nassau -- Glen Cove

NY1016071: [Robert Wong Gardens]: black-leaf taro and angel's trumpets growing in the back garden., 2003 Sep.  
1 film transparency (col.; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Robert Wong Gardens] [transparency]: black-leaf taro and angel's trumpets growing in the back garden.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic:  
Annuals (Plants)
Brugmansias
Gardens -- New York -- Glen Cove
Lawns
Tropical plants

Place:  
Robert Wong Gardens (Glen Cove, New York)
United States of America -- New York -- Nassau -- Glen Cove

NY983: Larchmont -- La Rocaille

NY993: Levinson Garden

NY990: Long Island -- Hearn Garden

NY1018: Long Island -- Kennedy Garden

NY999: Long Island -- Rehill? Garden

NY1020: Long Island -- Unidentified Pool House Pavilion

NY518: East Hampton (Springs) -- Judith and Gerson Leiber Gardens
Leiber, Gerson August, 1921-, Owner
Leiber, Gerson August, 1921-, Garden_designer
Leiber, Judith, Owner

The folder includes worksheets and articles.

Judith and Gerson Leiber Gardens related holdings consist of 2 folder (51 slides)

Garden Club of America Collection, ca. 1920-[ongoing].

The original land, purchased circa 1970, was less than two acres with a modest house was meant to be a vacation home. The flat rectangular lot had been used as a dump and took two years to clear; the task of creating order evolved into creating a formal parterre garden with brick walkways, extensive treillage and hedges, a potager, and rose gardens. Primarily French in design the formal garden was laid out on a central axis with asymmetrical radiating paths with a Greek herm placed at one end of the axis. Three more acres were acquired; yew hedges were planted since there were no walls, in addition to the clipped boxwood hedges of the parterres. The property features a woodland modeled on English parks, swimming pool, dovecote and other sculptures placed throughout the garden rooms.

Persons associated with the garden include Gerson Leiber (owner and garden designer, 1970s - ); Judith Leiber (owner, 1970s - ).

Bibliography

Garden has been featured in Leiber Collection on the Leiber Museum web site (accessed, 4/30/2015).

This property is featured in "At Home with Gerson and Judith Leiber" in The East Hampton Press & Southampton Press by Aimee Fitzpatrick Martin (October 22, 2009).

This property is featured in "Planting Between the Lines" by Patricia Thorpe unidentified publication (date unknown).

This property is featured in the Animal Rescue Fund's tour: Art World Gardens in the Hamptons (2000).

Topic: Gardens -- New York -- Springs
Place: Judith and Gerson Leiber Gardens (Springs, New York).
United States of America -- New York -- Suffolk -- Springs

NY101: Glen Cove -- Robert Wong Gardens
Wong, Robert D., Garden_designer

The folder includes worksheets and a photocopy of an article.

Robert Wong Gardens related holdings consist of 1 folder (74 transparencies)

Many gardens utilize ornamental tropical plants for bedding or in seasonal containers. Since 2000 this small property, less than one-fifth acre in a northern residential neighborhood, has masses of enormous tropical...
plants growing as they would in their native climates, a practice known as "zone denial". These include banana plants that can be found at specialty nurseries, big-leaf taro from the grocers that roots much like sweet potatoes and sprouts huge black leaves, angel's trumpets with poisonous vanilla-scented flowers, and more conventional begonias, canna and dahlias. Tropical and tender perennials do not survive cold winters out-of-doors. Some of the plants that are in colorful glazed containers from Vietnam are cut back and wintered over in a cold basement or greenhouse, rhizomes and tubers are dug up after the first frost and stored wrapped in damp paper, and banana plants are replaced each year.

Persons associated with the garden include Robert Wong (garden designer, 2000-).

Bibliography

This property is featured in "Garden Notebook; Yes, We Have No Bananas, Yet" by Ken Druse, published in The New York Times, April 1, 2004.

Topic: Gardens -- New York -- Glen Cove

Place: Robert Wong Gardens (Glen Cove, New York) United States of America -- New York -- Nassau -- Glen Cove

NY1013: Long Island? (Rhode Island?) -- Thayer Garden

NY994: Mason Garden

NY992: Mattituck -- Landcraft Environments

NY392: Mill Neck -- Humes, John P., Japanese Stroll Garden

NY1012: Mount Kisco -- Rocky Hills

NY564: Nelson Garden

NY404: New Paltz -- Mohonk Mountain House

NY433: Old Westbury -- Old Westbury Gardens

NY1010: Pound Ridge -- Stein Garden

NY430: Rockefeller Center

NY300: Roslyn Harbor -- Clifton

NY1003: Rowen Garden

NY1015: Sag Harbor -- Underhill-Vincent Garden

NY439: Sagaponack -- Madoo Conservancy, The
NY997: Sagaponack -- Oliver Garden
NY1001: Southampton (Pound Ridge?) -- Rock Rim Ponds
NY1009: Southampton -- Stein Garden
NY518: Springs -- Leiber Garden
NY1190: New York -- Druse Rooftop Garden
NY1191: Trumansburg -- Temple Nursery
NY982: Unknown -- Callas Garden
NY986: Unknown -- Freeman Garden
NY998: Warwick -- Railroad Green
NY1002: Water Mill -- Rosenberg Garden
NY991: Westhampton -- Ittmann Garden

1.24: Ohio

NC096: Chapel Hill -- Krenitsky Garden
NC097: Charlotte -- Alexander Garden
NC089: Charlotte -- Armstrong Garden
NC018: Charlotte -- Wing Haven Garden & Bird Sanctuary
NC092: Durham -- Eddleman Garden
NC094: Raleigh -- Hobbit Garden, The
NC090: Raleigh -- Juniper Level Botanic Garden
NC095: Raleigh -- Raulston Arboretum, J. C.
NC091: Unknown -- Cooper Garden
NC089: Charlotte -- Hampton Gardens
Armstrong, Beverly Weller, MD, Owner
19 slides and 2 folders.

The Hampton property features a series of small gardens on a city lot. Flowering shrubs, trees, and perennials decorate the garden beds around the house. The owner wrote weekly columns based on her gardens for the Charlotte Leader about plants and garden maintenance.
Persons associated with the garden include: Beverly Weller Armstrong, MD (1967-1999).

Topic: Hosta
Japanese maple
Perennials
Walls, brick

NC093: Hillsborough -- Montrose
1 folder and 135 2 X 2.5" color transparencies.

Four season gardening and propagating hard-to-find plants are the work of the owner of this 61-acre property with a 19th century house and outbuildings. The fall season from September into December brings more intense coloration to annuals and perennials while the gardener collects seeds, takes cuttings, divides and transplants perennials. In winter invasive trees and vines are pulled out of the woodlands and dead limbs are removed from the trees. The seeds that were collected are planted in little pots and kept in a cool, dark space for about six weeks then moved into a greenhouse for a year. In addition to the seedlings that are planted out in spring some are carried to new locations by the wind, mice or birds. There are 20 hillside wooded acres terraced in the 1930s that are the canvas for snowdrops, cyclamen, hellebores, primroses, crocus and other rare cultivars. Small groves of sabal palm, magnolia and sweetshrub were added to the mature trees. Sunny beds of flowers are grown on the site of the 19th century kitchen garden. Montrose has been listed on the National Register of Historic Places since 2001, is a preservation partner with the Garden Conservancy, and participated in an Historic North Carolina Garden tour.

Persons associated with the garden include: Kirkland (former owner, 1799- ); William A. and Susan Washington Graham and family members (former owners, 1842-1977); Thomas Paxton (landscape gardener, 1842).

Bibliography


Topic: Gardens -- North Carolina -- Hillsborough
Place: Montrose (Hillsborough, North Carolina)
United States -- North Carolina -- Orange -- Hillsborough

1.25: Oregon

OH247: Columbus -- Lucks Garden

OH246: Logan -- Woodhill Farm
OH243: Rockbridge -- Bishop Garden

OH246: Unknown -- Woodhill Farm

OH245: Zanesville -- Hendley Garden

OH251: New Albany -- Garden of Sherran Blair, The Blair, Sherran, Owner
Lindsey, Carolyn, Landscape architect
50 transparencies and 2 file folders.

The Garden of Sherran Blair features a vegetable garden, shade garden, and English perennial beds bordered by shrubs.

Persons associated with the garden include: Sherran Blair (owner, 1996- ); Ken Druse (photographer,); Carolyn Lindsey (landscape architect).

Topic: Foxgloves
     Gardening in the shade
     Gardens -- Ohio -- New Albany
     Lawns
     Peonies
     Perennials
     Pergolas
     Shrubs
     United States of America -- Ohio -- Franklin County -- New Albany
     Vegetable gardening

Place: The Garden of Sherran Blair (New Albany, Ohio)

1.28: South Carolina

OR053: Portland (Canby?) -- Terra Nova Nurseries

OR054: Portland -- Heims Garden

OR033: Sherwood -- Bella Madrona

1.29: Tennessee

PA622: Downingtown -- Culp Garden

PA721: Hawley -- Myers Garden

PA720: Kennett Square -- Lighty Garden

PA011: Kennett Square -- Longwood Gardens

PA726: Landenberg -- Darke-Zoehrer Garden
PA469: Malvern -- Longview Farm

PA719: Media -- Levine Garden

PA724: Pen Argyl -- Catalpa House

PA725: Pen Argyl -- Windrose Nursery

PA030: Philadelphia -- Ballygarth

PA001: Philadelphia -- Bartram's Garden

PA722: Phoenixville -- Raden Garden

PA717: Point Pleasant -- Bentley-LaRosa Garden

PA723: Point Pleasant -- Mill Fleurs

PA215: St. Davids -- Chanticleer & Minder House

PA717003: [Tohickon Hill]: the gates were designed by Jeffrey Cayle., [between 1987 and 1989]
1 film transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Tohickon Hill] [transparency]: the gates were designed by Jeffrey Cayle.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Conifers
Gardens -- Pennsylvania -- Point Pleasant
Gates -- wooden
Lilies
Trees

Place: Tohickon Hill (Point Pleasant, Pennsylvania)
United States of America -- Pennsylvania -- Bucks
-- Point Pleasant

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

PA717006: [Tohickon Hill]: the custom-made gate and column are back by rail fences lined with wire to protect the garden., [between 1987 and 1989]
1 film transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Tohickon Hill] [transparency]: the custom-made gate and column are back by rail fences lined with wire to protect the garden.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Columns
Gardens -- Pennsylvania -- Point Pleasant
Gates -- wooden
Rail fences

Place: Tohickon Hill (Point Pleasant, Pennsylvania)
PA717009: [Tohickon Hill]: a view of one of the ravines on the property., [between 1987 and 1989]
1 film transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Tohickon Hill] [transparency]: a view of one of the ravines on the property.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Gardens -- Pennsylvania -- Point Pleasant
Ravines
Vista
Woodlands

Place: Tohickon Hill (Point Pleasant, Pennsylvania)
United States of America -- Pennsylvania -- Bucks -- Point Pleasant

Genre/ Form: Film transparencies

PA717015: [Tohickon Hill]: a long climbing driveway through the woodlands to the house., [between 1987 and 1989]
1 film transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Tohickon Hill] [transparency]: a long climbing driveway through the woodlands to the house.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Driveways
Gardens -- Pennsylvania -- Point Pleasant
Hillsides
Woodlands

Place: Tohickon Hill (Point Pleasant, Pennsylvania)
United States of America -- Pennsylvania -- Bucks -- Point Pleasant

Genre/ Form: Film transparencies

PA717021: [Tohickon Hill]: the architect owners designed the three-story tower first, then the rest of the house., [between 1987 and 1989]
1 film transparency (col.; 2 x 2.5 in.)

Image(s): [Tohickon Hill] [transparency]: the architect owners designed the three-story tower first, then the rest of the house.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Gardens -- Pennsylvania -- Point Pleasant
Houses
Snow
Towers

Place: Tohickon Hill (Point Pleasant, Pennsylvania)
United States of America -- Pennsylvania -- Bucks
-- Point Pleasant

Genre/ Form: Film transparencies

PA347: Swarthmore -- Hedgleigh Spring

PA718: Unknown -- Grimes Garden

PA717: Point Pleasant -- Tohickon Hill
Cohen, A. Billie, Garden_designer
Cayle, Jeffrey, Woodwork_designer
Cayle, Jeffrey, Builder
The folder includes worksheets and a photocopy of an article.

Tohickon Hill related holdings consist of 1 folder (26 transparencies)

The natural setting of this 16 acre property that overlooks the Delaware River was featured more than a lavish garden by the 60 by 14 yard gunite swimming pool. A three-story cedar clad tower was the first construction on the vacation property and was eventually connected by a passageway to the rest of the house. Gates, fences and columns were custom-designed to complement the location. Large stone steps excavated from the pool's site were used in the multiple walkways from the house to the pool and garden which were at a higher elevation.

Persons associated with the garden include A. Billie Cohen (garden designer, 1987-1989); Jeffrey Cayle (woodwork designer and builder).

Bibliography


Topic: Gardens -- Pennsylvania -- Point Pleasant
Place: Tohickon Hill (Point Pleasant, Pennsylvania)
United States of America -- Pennsylvania -- Bucks -- Point Pleasant

1.32: Vermont

RI191: Barrington -- Harelson Garden

RI062: Bristol -- Blithewold

RI165: Little Compton -- Atwater Garden, The

RI200: Little Compton -- Gwynne Garden
RI192: Little Compton -- Kramer Garden

RI195: Little Compton -- Peckham-Purmont Garden

RI199: Little Compton -- Tappen Garden

RI200012: [Sakonnet Garden]: A wooden walkway encompassed by hostas, carnations, and cedar trees; two modern metal chairs serve as a place to rest., 1998 Jul.
1 Transparencie (col.; 2 x 2.5in.)

Image(s): [Sakonnet Garden] [digital image]: A wooden walkway encompasses by hostas, carnations, and cedar trees; two modern metal chairs serve as a place to rest.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Catnip
Cedar
Garden walks
Gardens -- Rhode Island -- Little Compton
Hosta
Outdoor furniture
Walls, stone
carnations

Place: Sakonnet Garden (Little Compton, Rhode Island)
United States of America -- Rhode Island --
Newport -- Little Compton

Genre/ Form: Transparencies

RI200017: [Sakonnet Garden]: Pink and purple clematis climb a wooden trellis, which serves as an open doorway between the lawn and garden space., 1998 Jul.
1 Transparencie (col.; 2 x 2.5in.)

Image(s): [Sakonnet Garden] [digital image]: Pink and purple clematis climb a wooden trellis, which serves as an open doorway between the lawn and garden space.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Clematis
Doorways
Gardens -- Rhode Island -- Little Compton
Trellises
Walkways

Place: Sakonnet Garden (Little Compton, Rhode Island)
United States of America -- Rhode Island --
Newport -- Little Compton

Genre/ Form: Transparencies

RI200027: [Sakonnet Garden]: Three separate paths converge at this circular garden room with a potted urn serving as the focal point to this space., 1998 Jul.
1 Transparencie (col.; 2 x 2.5in.)

Image(s): [Sakonnet Garden] [digital image]: Three separate paths converge at this circular garden room with a potted urn serving as the focal point to this space.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Bamboo
Containers
Gardens -- Rhode Island -- Little Compton
Hosta
Hydrangeas
Lilies
Perennials
Sculpture
Walkways, grass
Yucca

Place: Sakonnet Garden (Little Compton, Rhode Island)
United States of America -- Rhode Island -- Newport -- Little Compton

Genre/Form: Transparencies

RI200039: [Sakonnet Garden]: A wooden allee lined with evergreen trees., 1998 Jul.

1 Transparencie (col.; 2 x 2.5in.)

Image(s): [Sakonnet Garden] [digital image]: A wooden allee lined with evergreen trees.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Allées
Containers
Evergreens
Garden walks
Gardens -- Rhode Island -- Little Compton
Hedges
Rhododendrons
Sculpture

Place: Sakonnet Garden (Little Compton, Rhode Island)
United States of America -- Rhode Island -- Newport -- Little Compton

Genre/Form: Transparencies

RI200049: [Sakonnet Garden]: To the left a wooden trellis divides the lawn. Straight ahead a wooden pathway is lined with an allee of evergreen trees., 1998 Jul.

1 Transparencie (col.; 2 x 2.5in.)

Image(s): [Sakonnet Garden] [digital image]: To the left a wooden trellis divides the lawn. Straight ahead a wooden pathway is lined with an allee of evergreen trees.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Allées
Clematis
Evergreens
Gardens -- Rhode Island -- Little Compton
Hedges
Trellises
Walkways

Place: Sakonnet Garden (Little Compton, Rhode Island)
United States of America -- Rhode Island --
Newport -- Little Compton

Genre/ Form: Transparencies

RI200052: [Sakonnet Garden]: A grass pathway surrounded by ferns, hostas, lilies, and cedar trees leads to another garden room encompassed by stone and wooden walls., 1998 Jul.
1 Transparencie (col.; 2 x 2.5in.)

Image(s): [Sakonnet Garden] [digital image]: A grass pathway surrounded by ferns, hostas, lilies, and cedar trees leads to another garden room encompassed by stone and wooden walls.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Cedar
Ferns
Gardens -- Rhode Island -- Little Compton
Hosta
Lilies
Walkways, grass

Place: Sakonnet Garden (Little Compton, Rhode Island)
United States of America -- Rhode Island --
Newport -- Little Compton

Genre/ Form: Transparencies

RI200064: [Sakonnet Garden]: Purple Spanish bluebells and white and pink rhododendrons surround the wooden path leading to an open grass area., 1998 Jul.
1 Transparencie (col.; 2 x 2.5in.)

Image(s): [Sakonnet Garden] [digital image]: Purple Spanish bluebells and white and pink rhododendrons surround the wooden path leading to an open grass area.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Campanula rotundifolia
Ferns
Gardens -- Rhode Island -- Little Compton
Rhododendrons
Walkways

Place: Sakonnet Garden (Little Compton, Rhode Island)
United States of America -- Rhode Island --
Newport -- Little Compton
RI196: Middletown -- Purviance Garden

RI193: Newport -- Nelson-Michael Garden

Richard A. Nelson started as an interior decorator in 1956 in New York City, working with Mrs. Henry Parish II on projects in the Red Room and Oval Room in the White House during President John F. Kennedy's term. Nelson also consulted during the re-design of the Banquet Hall in Mount Vernon, Virginia. In 1977, he moved to Newport, Rhode Island and opened his own business. He consulted with Newport Preservation Society for the remodeling of the Bellevue Avenue Mansions.

Nelson was published in "House and Garden," "Interiors," "House Beautiful," and the "New York Sunday" Magazine. One of his 1996 design projects was selected for the front cover and featured article in "Architectural Digest."

8 transparencies and 2 file folders.

More images of the Nelson-Michael Garden featured under subjects Topiary and Bird House.

The garden features a folly at one end with a small conservatory, replacing the terra-cotta building with wisteria.

Topic: Allium
Gardens -- Rhode Island -- Newport
Hedges
Lilies
statues

Place: Nelson-Michael Garden (Newport, Rhode Island)
United States of America -- Rhode Island -- Newport
County -- Newport

RI194: Newport -- Norris Garden

RI197: Newport -- Reynolds Garden

RI198: Newport -- Sheekey Garden

RI189: Newport -- Unidentified Gardens in Newport

RI190: Tiverton -- Conway's Nursery

RI201: Unknown -- Rose Garden

RI200: Little Compton -- Sakonnet Garden

Gwynne, John A., Landscape architect

The folder includes worksheets and a newspaper clipping.

Sakonnet Garden related holdings consist of 1 folder (91 transparencies)
Located on approximately one-acre, this garden was established in the 1970s. Beginning with a rhododendron collection, it evolved into a garden with a series of outdoor rooms with each slowly unfolding with attention to unique colors combinations and compositions. Situated on a hilltop on the maritime peninsula of Little Compton, with good air circulation, this garden is enclosed with native hedgerows. High hedges and stone walls create a microclimate allowing many zone 7 plants to grow successfully. Other garden features include allées, walkways, paths, and hedging which help guides visitors through the spaces.

Persons associated with the garden include: John A. Gwynne (landscape architect, 1970s).

Bibliography

Garden has been featured in "Little Compton man works magic with meadows and a garden," East Bay Newspaper, July 21 2014.

Topic: Gardens -- Rhode Island -- Little Compton
Place: Sakonnet Garden (Little Compton, Rhode Island)
United States of America -- Rhode Island -- Newport -- Little Compton

RI197: Newport -- John Tripp House
Reynolds, Anne, Owner
29 slides and 2 file folders.

The John Tripp House features a waterfront garden on Narragansett Bay.

Persons associated with the garden include: Anne Reynolds (owner, 1965-2003); Edward Reynolds and Ellen Reynolds (2003-)

Topic: Adirondack chairs
Cut flowers
Gardens -- Rhode Island -- Newport
Houses
Meadows
Trees
Place: John Tripp House (Newport, Rhode Island)
United States of America -- Rhode Island -- Newport
County -- Newport

1.33: Virginia

SC108: Bishopville -- Fryar Topiary Garden, Pearl
SC002: Charleston -- Middleton Place
SC110: Columbia -- Riverbanks Zoo and Garden
SC082: Goose Creek -- Medway Plantation
SC109: Irmo -- Jenkins Garden
SC112: Unknown -- Unidentified Gardens

1.35: Wisconsin

TN013: Memphis -- Martin Garden, Bonny and David

New York

TX117: (Dallas?) -- Unidentified Gardens by Norman Kent Johnson

TX111: Austin -- Bauer Garden

TX115: Austin -- David Garden

TX112: Austin -- Jordan Garden

TX113: Austin -- Osborn Garden

TX113005: [Osborn Garden]: native plants are featured in the garden, seen next to the rough hewn stone of the house., 1992
1 slides (photographs) (color; 35mm.)

Image(s): [Osborn Garden] [slide (photograph)]: native plants are featured in the garden, seen next to the rough hewn stone of the house.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Foundation planting
Gardens -- Texas -- Austin
Houses
Perennials
Shrubs
Wild flowers

Place: Osborn Garden (Austin, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- Austin

Genre/Form: Slides (photographs)

TX113014: [Osborn Garden]: a new variety of buffalo grass was tried at this residence., 1992
1 slides (photographs) (color; 35mm.)

Image(s): [Osborn Garden] [slide (photograph)]: a new variety of buffalo grass was tried at this residence.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Gardens -- Texas -- Austin
Grasses
Lawns
Walls, stone

Place: Osborn Garden (Austin, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- Austin

**Genre/Form:** Slides (photographs)

**TX113018:** [Osborn Garden]: pink roses grow outside the stone garage., 1992
1 film transparency (color; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

*Image(s): [Osborn Garden] [transparency]: pink roses grow outside the stone garage.*

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

**Topic:** Flower beds
Garages
Gardens -- Texas -- Austin
Lawns
Roses

**Place:** Osborn Garden (Austin, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- Austin

**Genre/Form:** Film transparencies

**TX113025:** [Osborn Garden]: blue and yellow flowers are mixed in the borders., 1992
1 film transparency (color; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

*Image(s): [Osborn Garden] [transparency]: blue and yellow flowers are mixed in the borders.*

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

**Topic:** Barrels
Edging (inorganic)
Flower beds
Gardens -- Texas -- Austin
Houses
Walls, stone

**Place:** Osborn Garden (Austin, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- Austin

**Genre/Form:** Film transparencies

**TX113036:** [Osborn Garden]: ornamental grasses are included among the native plants., 1992
1 film transparency (color; 2 in x 2.5 in.)

*Image(s): [Osborn Garden] [transparency]: ornamental grasses are included among the native plants.*

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

**Topic:** Chairs -- wicker
Foundation planting
Gardens -- Texas -- Austin
Ornamental grasses
Porches
Swings

Place: Osborn Garden (Austin, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- Austin

Genre/ Form: Film transparencies

TX114: Brenham -- Shoup Garden

TX008: Dallas -- Coke Garden

TX090: Dallas -- Elizabeth's Garden

TX116: Hempstead -- Peckerwood Garden

TX119: San Antonio -- Cadwallader Garden

TX011: San Antonio -- Steves Garden

TX120: San Antonio -- Unidentified Gardens & Sites

TX113: Austin -- Osborn Garden

Image(s): Osborn Garden 1992

Domigan, Stephen K., Landscape architect
Steinbomer, Robert, Architect
Osborn, Donna, Architect

The folder includes worksheets and a photocopy of an article.

Osborn Garden related holdings consist of 1 folder (14 35 mm slides; 22 transparencies)

Native plants and trees predominate in the gardens that surround the award-winning modern house on a two-thirds acre lot. The house was designed to evoke a settler's house that had been expanded over time with stone walls mortared with slurry, a metal roof and exterior chimney. The gardens feature curving beds, native limestone walls and patio with a lap pool outlined with the same stone. At first the lawns were planted with Prairie Buffalo grass developed at Texas A&M University. When this variety did not succeed it was replaced with El Toro grass. The Osborn Garden was included in one of the Ladybird Johnson Wildflower Garden Center's annual tours.

Persons associated with the garden include Stephen K. Domigan (landscape architect, 1992); Robert Steinbomer and Donna Osborn (architects, 1992).

Bibliography

This property is featured in "Texas Style Translated" by Linda Hallam, published in Southern Living, February 1995, pp. 60-61;

Topic: Gardens -- Texas -- Austin
Place: Osborn Garden (Austin, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- Austin

TX115: West Lake Hills -- David-Peese Garden


Druse, Kenneth, Photographer
David, James deGrey, Designer
Peese, Gary, Designer
Coote, James Robert, Architect
Lamb, Paul, Architect
Lawrence, Mell, Architect

The folder includes worksheets, a planting list, lecture notes, and articles featuring the property of James David.

Terrell Hills Garden Club facilitated the 2013 submission of this garden's documentation. The photographs from the 1990s were donated by Ken Druse.

David-Peese Garden related holdings consist of 2 folders (48 slides; 325 transparencies; 36 digital images)

Garden Club of America Collection, ca. 1920-[ongoing].

This two-acre garden in West Lake Hills, a suburb of Austin, Texas is based on classical and Texas garden traditions and designed by a professional landscape architect and horticulturist. The garden has evolved and expanded since its inception in 1978. The garden mixes formal and informal, modern and traditional elements through a series of garden rooms. Strong directional paths and architectural elements unify an otherwise eclectic style.

Features include a swimming pool, greenhouse, dovecote, gravel terrace, pond with limestone terrace bisected by a runnel leading to it, dining terrace, lawn, French-inspired garden and a vegetable garden. Plantings include agaves, bambusa, clematis, ilex, and pollarded sycamores.

Persons associated with the garden include: Robert James Coote (architect, 1979); Paul Lamb (architect, 1988); Mell Lawrence (architect, 2003 and 2007); James deGrey David (owner, landscape architect, 1978- ); Gary R. Peese (owner, 1978 - ).

Bibliography

pp. 106-113; Horticulture (March 1996), pp. 54-57; Veranda
(Winter, 1997), pp. 172-179; Martha Stewart Living in September
1999 and February 2003; Southern Accents (September/October
2005); House & Gardens "At Home with James David", 2005; Fine
Gardening (Summer 2007), pp. 44-49; and Austin Monthly Home
(Spring 2016).

Garden has been featured in books "The American Man's Garden"
Verey, Rosemary, 1990; "Under the Sun" Moore, Suzi, 1995;
"House Beautiful Gardens: Design Principles at Work Outdoors"
Gropp, Louis Oliver, et al., 1998; "Cats in their Gardens" Dickey,
Page, 2002; and "The New Outdoor Kitchen" Krasner, Deborah,
2007.

Garden has been featured in videos "A Gardener's Diary, David
& Peese", Home & Garden Television, Episode 1407; "The New
Garden", PBS, Zimmerman & Associates, Inc., Show #406, 413,
and 807.

Topic: Gardens -- Texas -- West Lake Hills
Place: David-Peese Garden, (West Lake Hills, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- West Lake
Hills

TX115171: [David-Peese Garden]: miniature obelisk and arbor., 1990s.
1 Transparency (col.)
Image(s): [David-Peese Garden] [transparency]: miniature obelisk and
arbors.

David, James deGrey, Photographer

Topic: Arbors
Gardens -- Texas -- West Lake Hills
Obelisks

Place: David-Peese Garden, (West Lake Hills, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- West
Lake Hills

Genre/Form: Film transparencies

TX115328: [David-Peese Garden]: birdhouse and garden., 1990s.
1 Transparency (col.)
Image(s): [David-Peese Garden] [transparency]: birdhouse and garden.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Birdhouses
Fences
Gardens -- Texas -- West Lake Hills
Limestone -- Texas
Stone walls
Vines

Place: David-Peese Garden, (West Lake Hills, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- West
Lake Hills
TX115357: [David-Peese Garden]: Lower patio with retaining walls, dovecote, which began as a toolshed., 1990s.
1 Transparencie (col.)
Image(s): [David-Peese Garden] [transparency]: Lower patio with retaining walls, dovecote, which began as a toolshed.
David, James deGrey, Photographer
Topic: Desert gardens
Dovecotes
Gardens -- Texas -- Westlake Hills
Ponds
Terraces
Place: David-Peese Garden, (West Lake Hills, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- West Lake Hills

TX115358: [David-Peese Garden]: Terrace shaded by live oak trees, leading to a limestone pavilion with a dovecote., 1990s.
1 Transparencie (col.)
Image(s): [David-Peese Garden] [transparency]: Terrace shaded by live oak trees, leading to a limestone pavilion with a dovecote.
David, James deGrey, Photographer
Topic: Dovecotes
Gardens -- Texas -- Westlake Hills
Outdoor furniture
Terraces
Place: David-Peese Garden, (West Lake Hills, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- West Lake Hills

TX115387: [David-Peese Garden]: A grooved runnel in limestone steps lets rain skip toward a creek bed., 1990s.
1 Transparencie (col.)
Image(s): [David-Peese Garden] [transparency]: A grooved runnel in limestone steps lets rain skip toward a creek bed.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer
Topic: Gardens -- Texas -- Westlake Hills
Limestone -- Texas
Rain gardens
Rainwater
Stairs, stone
Water harvesting
Place: David-Peese Garden, (West Lake Hills, Texas)
United States of America -- Texas -- Travis -- West Lake Hills

**Genre/Form:** Film transparencies

TX115398: [David-Peese Garden]: Cactus and wild flowers grow near garage, surrounded by gravel., 1990s.

*Image(s): [David-Peese Garden] [transparency]: Cactus and wild flowers grow near garage, surrounded by gravel.*

David, James deGrey, Photographer

**Topic:** Desert gardens

- Driveways
- Gardens -- Texas -- West Lake Hills
- Gravel
- Wild flowers

**Place:** David-Peese Garden, (West Lake Hills, Texas)

**Genre/Form:** Film transparencies

TX115402: [David-Peese Garden]: Infrequent rainfall flows through roof gutters to a cistern made from a repurposed ranch tank, concealed by latticework., 1990s.

*Image(s): [David-Peese Garden] [transparency]: Infrequent rainfall flows through roof gutters to a cistern made from a repurposed ranch tank, concealed by latticework.*

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

**Topic:** Cisterns

- Gardens -- Texas -- West Lake Hills
- Latticework
- Ponds
- Rainwater
- Water harvesting

**Place:** David-Peese Garden, (West Lake Hills, Texas)

**Genre/Form:** Film transparencies

Pennsylvania

**VT015:** Readsboro -- North Hill

Rhode Island

**VA042:** Charlottesville -- Monticello
VA442: Gloucester -- Brent and Becky's Bulbs
VA443: Gloucester -- McClellan Garden

Texas

WA010: Bainbridge Island -- Bloedel Reserve, The
WA041: Bellevue -- Bellevue Botanical Garden
WA046: Gold Bar -- Fancy Fronds
WA045: Kingston -- Heronswood
WA050: Medina -- Wells Medina Nursery
WA044: Seattle (?) -- Hammond Garden
WA042: Seattle -- Flintoff Garden
WA043: Seattle -- Flynn Garden
WA048: Seattle -- Lilly Garden
WA001: Seattle -- Washington Park Arboretum
WA047: Vashon Island -- Puget Garden Resources
WA049: Woodinville -- Welch Sanctuary
Welch, Terry, Former owner
Welch, Terry, Landscape_designer
The folder includes worksheets and photocopies of a bibliography and articles.

Welch Sanctuary related holdings consist of 1 folder (90 35 mm slides)

The 24-acre property in the Snoqualmie watershed had been logged once or twice before it was purchased in the 1970's and turned into a private home and teaching nature sanctuary. The swampy lake was full of fir stumps and abandoned cedar trees that took three months to haul out, leaving a small lake that spilled into wetlands. An old logging road was turned into an asymmetrical gravel driveway that wound past a stand of mature hemlocks, woodlands, ponds, and curving stone walls. About four acres were developed for the house and close-in gardens that included more than 100 bonsai, koi pond and azaleas in an enclosure, a Japanese-style dry landscape garden with walls on two sides, a park with both native and exotic tree species inspired by the 18th century English gardens designed by Capability Brown, and mixed woodlands with native trees as well as the stumps from the old growth forest. The design transformed a rugged site into a setting that combined nature and artifice, English and

Persons associated with the garden include Terry Welch (former owner and landscape designer, 1976-2009).

Bibliography


Topic: Gardens -- Washington -- Woodinville

Place: United States of America -- Washington -- King -- Woodinville
Welch Sanctuary (Woodinville, Washington)

WA049021: [Welch Sanctuary]: the stand of old growth conifers as backdrop to a mixed planting of trees, all reflected in the pond., [2000?]
1 slides (photographs) (col.; 35 mm)

Image(s): [Welch Sanctuary] [slide]: the stand of old growth conifers as backdrop to a mixed planting of trees, all reflected in the pond.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Autumn
Gardens -- Washington -- Woodinville
Ponds
Trees
Woodlands

Place: United States of America -- Washington -- King -- Woodinville
Welch Sanctuary (Woodinville, Washington)

Genre/Form: Slides (photographs)

WA049027: [Welch Sanctuary]: the gravel driveway, lawn and border planted in former wetlands that were drained., [2000?]
1 slides (photographs) (col.; 35 mm)

Image(s): [Welch Sanctuary] [slide]: the gravel driveway, lawn and border planted in former wetlands that were drained.

Druse, Kenneth, Photographer

Topic: Driveways, gravel
Gardens -- Washington -- Woodinville
Lawns
Trees
Wetlands

Place: United States of America -- Washington -- King -- Woodinville
Welch Sanctuary (Woodinville, Washington)
Series 1: Garden Images

Genre/ Form: Slides (photographs)

WA049038: [Welch Sanctuary]: the rocks around the pond were brought to this garden from elsewhere., [2000?]
1 slides (photographs) (col.; 35 mm)
Image(s): [Welch Sanctuary] [slide]: the rocks around the pond were brought to this garden from elsewhere.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer
Topic:
Conifers
Gardens -- Washington -- Woodinville
Ponds
Rocks
Rockwork
Place:
United States of America -- Washington -- King -- Woodinville
Welch Sanctuary (Woodinville, Washington)

Genre/ Form: Slides (photographs)

WA049044: [Welch Sanctuary]: a Japanese lantern was set in the woodlands garden; rocks were left in the woods to be aged by moss., [2000?]
1 slides (photographs) (col.; 35 mm)
Image(s): [Welch Sanctuary] [slide]: a Japanese lantern was set in the woodlands garden; rocks were left in the woods to be aged by moss.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer
Topic:
Ferns
Gardens -- Washington -- Woodinville
Lanterns
Mosses
Rocks
Woodland gardens
Place:
United States of America -- Washington -- King -- Woodinville
Welch Sanctuary (Woodinville, Washington)

Genre/ Form: Slides (photographs)

WA049064: [Welch Sanctuary]: more than 100 bonsai were kept in an enclosed garden., [2000?]
1 slides (photographs) (col.; 35 mm)
Image(s): [Welch Sanctuary] [slide]: more than 100 bonsai were kept in an enclosed garden.
Druse, Kenneth, Photographer
Names:
Toner, Joseph M. (Joseph Meredith), 1825-1896
Topic:
Bonsai
Gardens -- Washington -- Woodinville
Maple
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Place: United States of America -- Washington -- King -- Woodinville
Welch Sanctuary (Woodinville, Washington)

Genre/Form: Slides (photographs)

Washington

WI043: Shorewood -- Garden Room

WI044: Unknown -- Secret Garden

1.4: Canada

DRU002: Unidentified Garden(s) [possibly Michigan]

DRU003: Griffith Garden

DRU004: Keane Garden

DRU005: Knoll Garden

DRU006: Lee Garden

DRU007: Dayton Garden

DRU008: Unidentified Garden(s)

DRU009: Unidentified Garden(s)

DRU010: White Garden

DRU011: Unidentified Garden(s)

DRU012: Unidentified Garden(s)

DRU013: Unidentified Garden(s)

United States of America

CAN007: LaMalbaie, Quebec -- Les Quatre Vents

CAN011: Montreal, Quebec -- Hotel Bonaventure

CAN014: Vancouver, BC -- Hebenton Garden

CAN012: Vancouver, BC -- Hobbs Garden

CAN015: Vancouver, BC -- Leshman Garden
CAN013: Vancouver, BC -- Lunn Garden

CAN016: Vancouver, BC -- Paterson Garden

CAN017: Vancouver, BC -- VanDusen Botanical Garden

CAN006: Victoria, BC -- Butchart Gardens

CAN018: Victoria, BC -- Miscellaneous Sites

Return to Table of Contents
Series 2: Garden Images by Subject

- DRU001: Gifts from the Garden (book by Suzy Bales)
- DRU014: Alpine
- DRU015: Animal
- DRU016: Annuals & Tender Perennials
- DRU017: Mixed Annuals, Borders & Bedding
- DRU018: Architecture
- DRU019: Art, Homegrown
- DRU020: Art
- DRU021: Bamboo
- DRU022: Beauty Shots
- DRU023: Berries
- DRU024: Biennials
- DRU025: Birdhouses, Baths, Feeders
- DRU026: Black Flowers
- DRU027: Blue
- DRU028: Bogs
- DRU029: Bridges
- DRU030: Bulbs
- DRU031: California Gardening
- DRU128: Christmas Trees, Evergreens
- DRU032: Compost
- DRU033: Construction Details
- DRU034: Containers
- DRU035: Cottage Gardens
- DRU036: Cut Flowers
DRU037: Deer Proof
DRU038: Drought Tolerant
DRU039: Entertaining
DRU040: Entries/Entry Gardens
DRU041: Fall
DRU042: Farmland
DRU043: Faux Bois
DRU044: Fences
DRU045: Ferns
DRU046: Formal Gardens
DRU047: Fragrance
DRU048: Fruit
DRU049: Furniture
DRU050: Garden Equipment
DRU051: Garden Rooms
DRU052: Garden Shows/Horticulture Events
DRU053: Gates
DRU054: Grasses
DRU055: Greenhouses
DRU056: Ground Covers
DRU057: Herbs
DRU058: Hillsides
DRU059: Houseplants
DRU060: Insects
DRU061: Indoor/Outdoor
DRU062: Indoor Plants – Cool Temperatures
DRU063: Interiors
DRU064: Invasives & Pesty Plants
DRU065: Ivy
DRU066: Japanese Design
DRU067: Landscapes – American, Suburbia
DRU068: Landscapes – Natural
DRU069: Lawns
DRU070: Lighting
DRU071: Meadows
   Image(s)
DRU072: Mixed Borders
DRU073: Moss & Fungus
   Image(s)
DRU074: Native Grasslands
DRU075: Natives - Shrubs & Trees
DRU076: Natives - Wetlands
DRU077: Non-wet Meadows
DRU078: Orchids
DRU079: Ornaments
DRU080: Paths/Paving
DRU081: Patios
DRU082: Penjing
DRU083: People
DRU084: Perennials by Genus
DRU085: Perennials, Mixed
DRU086: Perennial Borders
DRU087: Pods/Seedheads
DRU088: Pools & Fountains
DRU089: Raised Beds
DRU090: Rocks
DRU091: Rooftops
DRU092: Roses
DRU093: Seasides
DRU094: Sculpture
DRU095: Secret Gardens
DRU096: Shade/Shade Borders
DRU097: Shrubs
DRU098: Shrub Borders
DRU099: Silver Gardens/Gray Gardens
DRU100: Spring
DRU101: Steps
DRU102: Structures
DRU103: Succulents
DRU104: Supplies & Suppliers
DRU105: Swimming Pools
DRU106: Topiary & Trained Plants (including Espaliers and Bonsai)
DRU107: Trees
DRU108: Tree Bark
DRU109: Tree Roots
DRU110: Tropicals & Sub-Tropicals
DRU111: Troughs
DRU112: Urban
DRU113: Variegation
DRU114: Vegetables
DRU115: Vines
DRU116: Walls
DRU117: Water
DRU118: Water Gardens
DRU119: Water Plants
DRU120: Weeds
DRU121: White Gardens
DRU122: Wildflowers/Weeds
DRU123: Window Boxes
DRU124: Winter

DRU125: Woodlands, Native
Image(s)

DRU126: Woodlands
Image(s)

DRU127: Woodland Plants
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